3.0 Guidelines
This section is intended for general use and reference by all members of the Dark Ages Society,
containing guidelines for both costume and weaponry.

3.1 Costume
It should be noted that this is not an exhaustive document, however, if you wish to wear alternative
costume, please check with an Officer before spending precious time and/or money, just in case it
isn't appropriate.

3.1.1 Women
3.1.1.1 Basics for all










Underdress: A linen underdress of the T-style, ankle length with long sleeves as a suntan was
not desirable.
Overdress: A wool or linen dress of the same style as the underdress. Both dresses should be
ankle length: you may hitch them up with a belt for fighting, but the flowing look is correct for
banquets. The sleeves can be shorter than the underdress.
Cloak: Rectangular cloak or square shawl of wool, either hemmed, edged with tablet-weaving or
edges unravelled and knotted into a fringe. Choose light or heavy wool and pin at the centre.
Socks: Leg-bindings, short naalbinding socks, or cloth shoe-liners. Knitted socks of a dull colour
with no pattern will suffice to begin with, or trainer socks that cannot be seen.
Shoes: These are leather turn-shoes that you will need to buy from a specialist or get somebody
to help you make them.
Belts: Tablet-woven or plaited belts for Viking women, if required. Narrow leather belts with a
metal buckle and strap end for women settlers in other lands (e.g. Britain) but not common.
Pouches: Very useful for carrying your essential 21st century items in, especially if you are used
to carrying a handbag! A cloth drawstring or flapped shoulder bag can be useful.
Extras: Needle-case, snips, toilet set, keys etc may be hung from tortoise brooches or belt.

3.1.1.2 Viking






Apron-dress: Suitable for a wealthy householder or trader, as Sunday best. Should be made
once you’ve got a pair of tortoise brooches to clasp it. May wear it with the overdress, or just the
linen underdress. Many pairs of brooches have been found across the Viking world, but only
fragments of cloth, usually just the straps preserved in the back of the brooches. This means that
all reconstructions are speculative. The versions suggested here are based on finds from Birka
(Sweden), Hedeby (Germany) and Odense (Denmark).
Headgear: Long hair may be braided and worn bare. A headband or brocaded fillet would be
appropriate at a banquet, and this may be worn over a veil or narrow scarf. Short or obviously dyed
hair (e.g. blue) must be covered.
Jewellery: Beaded necklace; bracelets and rings in silver or gold; a small round brooch to close
keyhole neckline if chosen. A pair of tortoise brooches, only with the apron dress, with or without a
festoon of glass beads hanging between. Penannular or ring headed pin cloak brooch.

3.1.1.3 Saxon



Headgear: Respectable married women wore a headscarf, girls and single women could go
bareheaded.
Jewellery: Beaded necklace; bracelets and rings in silver or bronze (gold is rare); a small round
brooch to close keyhole necklines if chosen. Penannular or ring headed pin cloak brooch.

3.1.1.4 Please Avoid!



Blind Copying: Just because somebody else is wearing it, doesn’t prove it’s authentic. Always
check their sources, regardless of who it is!
Anachronisms: Watches, modern earrings, hair grips and the like must be removed.
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Inconsistent Outfits: Unhemmed good fabric, jewellery with rags or inauthentic shoes.
The 2-towels hangerock: An earlier, outdated, interpretation.
Centre gores in tunics: These were a 10th century invention.
Small, knotted headscarf: See the 2-towels hangerock.
Square-faced keyhole necklines: These have a very striking look but there is no evidence for
their use in the 9th century.
Mishmash: Items from widely varying but very specific cultures. Keep it generic until you’ve
chosen your character's location.
Boots above ankle length: There is no evidence for these and so they should not be worn.
Visible Machine Stitching: If necessary, buy hemming services with beer.

Hedeby apron-dress: narrow tube
with gores or shaping to create a full
skirt. Some evidence for a belt, but
opinions differ.

The “Birka” apron-dress: a rectangle of wool, suspended by sewn linen
or wool straps, wrapped around the body with the opening at the side. A
second rectangle of cheaper cloth was worn underneath, with the
opening on the other side. The rectangle may have been sewn into a
tube. Whether a belt was worn is not known.
Possible strap arrangements at the
back of the apron-dress.
Danish apron-dress variation: tube with
gathered front, and tablet-woven trim
over top of gathering.

Viking ladies: a simple headscarf; York gathered bonnet; Jorvik cap or
tied up in a swabian knot.

The Saxon headscarf
may be loosely draped
or pinned in place for
security. The neck and
hair are covered and
the face nicely framed.
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The saxon overdress can be much
shorter in the hem and sleeves to
show off the under layers. Sleeve
and bottom hems can be decorated
with tablet weaving or embroidery
to demonstrate status.

3.1.2 Men
3.1.2.1 Basics for all









Undertunic: A linen undertunic with long sleeves as a suntan was not desirable.
Tunic: A wool or linen, longsleeved, tunic.
Cloak: Rectangular cloak of wool and either hemmed, edged with tablet-weaving or edges
unravelled and knotted into a fringe. Choose light or heavy wool and pin at the shoulder.
Socks: Leg-bindings, short naalbinding socks, or cloth shoe-liners. Knitted socks of a dull colour
with no pattern will suffice to begin with, or trainer socks that cannot be seen.
Shoes: These are leather turn-shoes that you will need to buy from a specialist or get somebody
to help you make them.
Belts: Narrow leather belt with a metal buckle and strap end.
Pouches: Very useful for carrying your essential 21st century items in, especially if you are used
to filling your pockets!
Extras: Small knife, toilet set, key etc may be hung from the belt or kept in a pouch. A cloth
drawstring or flapped shoulder bag can be useful.

3.1.2.2 Viking






Tunic details: Mid-thigh length, with sleeves to the wrist.
Trousers: Thorsbjerg trousers, complex but very comfortable, with optional “romper suit” feet.
Usually wool but linen is acceptable. Authentic trousers can be complicated so ask advice before
attempting. Pyjama style trousers are acceptable to start you off and are easy to make but should
be replaced as soon as possible. It's also a good idea to insert an extra crotch piece as pyjama
style trousers tend to split during fighting.
Headgear: Bare head or a close-fitting round wool or leather cap, which may be trimmed with fur
or narrow fabric strips.
Jewellery: Thor’s Hammer, or other, amulet with optional bead either side; bracelets and rings in
silver or bronze (gold is rare). Penanular or ring pin cloak brooch.

3.1.2.3 Saxon







Overtunic details: Knee length pulled up through the belt, with very long tight sleeves so they
wrinkle at the wrist.
Undertunic: Shirt length with normal length, long sleeves
Trousers: Breeches and hose can be complex and are wool or linen. Authentic trousers can be
complicated so ask advice before attempting. Pyjama style trousers are acceptable to start you off
and are easy to make but should be replaced as soon as possible. It's also a good idea to insert an
extra crotch piece as pyjama style trousers tend to split during fighting.
Headgear: Phrygian caps were very popular.
Jewellery: A cross, or such, amulet; bracelets and rings in silver or bronze (gold is rare).
Penannular or ring pin cloak brooch.

3.1.2.4 Please Avoid









Blind Copying: Just because somebody else is wearing it, doesn’t prove it’s authentic. Always
check their sources, regardless of who it is!
Anachronisms: Watches, modern earrings, hair bands and grips and the like must be removed.
Inconsistent Outfits: Unhemmed good fabric, jewellery with rags or inauthentic shoes.
Centre gores in tunics: These were a 10th century invention.
Square-faced keyhole necklines: These have a very striking look but there is no evidence for
their use in the 9th century.
Mishmash: Items from widely varying but very specific cultures. Keep it generic until you’ve
chosen your location.
Boots above ankle length: There is no evidence for these and so they should not be worn.
Visible Machine Stitching: If necessary, buy hemming services with beer.
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The Saxon tunic was generally longer both in hem and
sleeve length. Here we can see leg-bindings as well
as the normal trousers, though no hats are being worn
here.

The Vikings were known for their cleanliness and
attention to grooming by the Saxons, though
compared to the 21stC this was probably not a daily
chore!

Typical belt fittings and arrangement
for both Saxon and Viking men:
buckle and strap-end with a much
longer belt for the Saxons.
Saxon Phrygian cap and Viking leather or sheepskin hat.

Pouch and keys: keys can be used
for padlocks or direct locks on sea
chests.
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Personal grooming kit: Comb with case;
nail picks; tweezers; ear spoon.

Snips and a needlecase
can be hung from a lady's
brooch or belt.

Typical jewellery: Tortoise and trefoil brooches, arm rings, clasps, pins etc.

A small selection of shoes and ankle boots.
Top row: York and Lottorf slipper; York boot; York boot with flap.
Bottom row: Oseberg boot; Fohr shoe; Wedelspang boot.
[Please check which is most appropriate for you before spending time and money.]
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3.1.3 Construction
Textiles
Linen: Made from the flax plant, linen is a cooler fabric, that creases easily. It’s often left undyed (not
bleached) as it’s harder to dye than wool and is commonly used for under garments. Used more in the
British Isles and Sweden than Norway or Denmark. Use a tabby weave. Hemp and nettle cloth were
also used.
Wool: The most common fabric, it can be dyed or used with its natural pigment, takes dye easily and
was woven into coarse, medium or fine cloth, depending on use. Twill weave preferred but tabby
possible, though avoid houndstooth. Choose a fine and close weave, preferably visible, though fulled
cloaks are ok.

TABBY WEAVE

2/2 TWILL WEAVE

CHEVRON TWILL

DIAMOND TWILL

HERRINGBONE

Substitutions: Although not authentic, substitute fabrics may be unavoidable. Use heavy cotton (e.g.
an army sheet) for linen, and anything that looks sufficiently like wool. Some fabrics of synthetic mixed
with wool or linen look alright. Be aware that synthetic fabrics are dangerous near naked flames.
Silk: Very expensive and rare as imported from the East. Used sparingly to reflect a higher status for
trimming rather than entire garments. Plain tabby weave not dupion.
Leather: Used mainly for belts, pouches, scabbards, hats and shoes. Brown or tan colours were most
common, other colours were rare and costly.
Top Tip: Always wash cloth before cutting, in case of shrinkage.
Decoration: Hemming may be decorative, using a contrasting thread, or invisible. Narrow strips of
coloured fabric may be used like bias binding (but not on the bias) to finish cuffs and necklines.
Seams may be decorated with narrow plaits or cords. Some embroidery was known but don’t try it
without doing some research.
Colours: Dyes in denim blue, orangy reds, greens, yellows, browns and purples were used though
bright reds and purples are higher status. Wool and silk take colours more brightly than linen, but
linen overgarments may be blue or red. The yarn can be dyed and then woven to create a pattern, ie.
a red warp and blue weft will create a purple looking cloth. Natural wool pigments were also used, e.g.
off-white, gray, brown.
Patterns: large checks in natural colours were known, but they do tend to look Celtic so it is safer to
stick with plain cloth, or warp one colour and weft another.
Quantity and Quality: The greater the quality and quantity of cloth you use reflects the higher the
status of your persona.
Where can I get stuff from? Re-enactors Markets are ideal for almost everything! Check the DAS
diary page for dates and locations, otherwise try these or ask around at DAS.

Classic Textiles (cloth) - Insist on seeing the basement (linen) and upstairs (wool). Very near
Goldhawk Road tube - Goldhawk Road, Shepherds Bush, London - 020 8743 3516

Wolfin Textiles (cloth) - www.wolfintextiles.co.uk - 359 Uxbridge Road, Hatch End, Middlesex HA5
4JN - 020 8428 9911

IKEA (cloth) - check the fabric department, their linen is very cheap if you can find it.

John Lewis (cloth) - check the fabric department but they are not cheap.

Boroviks (cloth) - Berwick Street, Soho, London

Herts Specialist Fabrics (cloth) - does mail order and appears at Medieval Fairs http://www.hertsfabrics.co.uk - 2 Sandbeck Court, Bawtry, Doncaster, DN10 6XQ - 01302 719 398.

Threadneedle Street (thread) - www.threadneedlestreet.com - Londonderry linen thread 80/3

Le Prevo Leather (leather) - mail order - www.leprevo.co.uk - Dept W1, No.1 Charlotte Square,
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 4XF - 0191 232 4179
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Sewing
Thread: Natural thread should be used with natural fabrics but is increasingly difficult to find. Ideally
use linen (londonderry 80/3) thread or cotton (silko) but polycotton (Gutterman) may be used so long
as it doesn’t show. Machine stitching on inside seams is acceptable, but hand stitch visible seams
and hems.
Stitches: Use running or stab stitch for the seam itself and then finish with a flat-felled seam or
overcast. Raw edges that fray should always be finished, fabric was expensive and would not have
been allowed to fray. Hems should be folded over and oversewn with a hemming stitch or
herringbone. For lightweight fabrics, double fold.

Running or Stab stitch:

Pin the fabric right
sides together.

Push the needle through both pieces of fabric and
back again. Repeat to make a line of even stitches.

Open out the fabric to
reveal the seam.

Overcasting:
Push the needle through from the back allowing the thread to wrap around the
edge. Continue this working from right to left.

Flat Felled:

Trim off one seam
edge.

Fold the longer edge over the other and then fold
both flat.

Hemming stitch:

Over sew the edge to hold it
flat, using small stitches.

Whip stitch:

Double fold edge of fabric.

Work from right to left.

Roll edge of fabric. Work from right to left.

Herringbone:

Single or double
fold edge of fabric.

Making small even stitches, work from the left,
above and then below the raw/folded edge.

The reverse resembles a
double line of running stitch.
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3.1.4 Female Patterns
The T-dress is traditionally cut with the
body as one long piece, however, as
today's fabric is made wider and
therefore costs more per length, it is
acceptable to make separate front and
back pieces with a seam along the
shoulders.
The neck can be turned back and
hemmed or faced with narrow strips of
the same or a contrasting fabric.
If using one long
piece, cut out as
shown with the
fabric folded in
half lengthwise,
along the dotted
line.
If using separate
front and back,
then cut out 2 x
as shown, without
folding the fabric.
The Birka apron dress is very simply
two rectangles overlapping each other.
Choose two different fabrics as the
inside skirt is usually of a poorer
standard.
Cut strips of fabric to make the straps
and sew in half lengthwise to hide and
neaten the raw edge. If the fabric is a
heavy wool, try to make straps out of a
lighter fabric - linen straps were often
found sewn onto wool dresses.
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The Danish apron dress is one single
rectangle of fabric with several pleats at the
front, then sewn together into a tube.
The pleats can be trimmed at the top with
some tablet weaving or such like.
Cut strips of fabric to make the straps and
sew in half lengthwise to hide and neaten the
raw edge. If the fabric is a heavy wool, try to
make straps out of a lighter fabric - linen
straps were often found sewn onto wool
dresses.

The Hedeby apron dress was found with the
selvedge at the top hem of the dress and
therefore has been laid out as follows to give
both authenticity and best use of fabric.
The spare pieces of fabric left over can be
used to make the straps or a multitude of
other household items such as food covers,
bags, pouches, trim for other clothes etc.
Cut strips of fabric
from the leftover
pieces, to make the
straps and sew in
half lengthwise to
hide and neaten the
raw edge. If the fabric
is a heavy wool, try to
make straps out of a
lighter fabric - linen
straps were often
found sewn onto
wool dresses.
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3.1.5 Male Patterns
The Birka tunic is essentially the same as
the T-dress for women, with arm gussets
and side gores to add movement to a very
geometric, fabric saving pattern.
The tunic is traditionally cut with the body
as one long piece, however, as today's
fabric is made wider and therefore costs
more per length, it is acceptable to make
separate front and back pieces with a
seam along the shoulders.
The neck can be turned back and
hemmed or faced with narrow strips of the
same or a contrasting fabric.
Refer to the dress
for cutting out,
however, as the
body is not as
long as the dress
you will not need
as much fabric.
These are an easy but not authentic
trouser pattern to make. If you are limited
in sewing skills, then this style will be
accepted initially as part of your costume,
but should be replaced as soon as
possible.
There are several members of the Dark
Ages Society that can sew quite well, so
trading with them for their skills is the ideal
way to get the right kind of trousers!
To prevent splitting
add in a crotch
piece.
For best use of
fabric, fold over
along dotted lines
so the two edges
don't quite meet as
a single crotch
piece is sufficient.
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The Thorsbjerg tunic is very simple with a
separate front and back piece and tapered
sleeves. The sleeves are cut as rectangles
and a seam run up from the elbow to the
wrist, tapering the sleeve. However, the
excess is not removed from the tunic.
Simply sew together the front and back at the
shoulders, attach the sleeves then sew up
the sleeves and side seams.
As there are no side gores in this pattern, you
will need to make sure it is wide enough to
walk in and it is likely that an undershirt
was tucked into the
trousers.
Either lay the fabric
flat and cut two
sleeves and two body
pieces or fold over
1/3 as here.
These may seem very complicated but are in
fact ingenious. Once made they do not tend
to lay flat but when worn they are extremely
comfortable and have plenty of room for
moving in.
If you are keen to try these trousers straight
away or simply confident that you can master
the pattern, do ask around and speak to
others that have made them for any handy
hints.
If they look daunting, still speak to other
Thorsbjerg owners as they may be able to
help you understand the pattern.
It is a very good idea
to make this pattern
out of an old sheet or
spare, inexpensive
fabric, to ensure that
the pattern is right
and that you fully
understand how the
pieces fit together.
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3.1.6 Shoe Patterns
Scale up the pattern required and make out of heavyweight fabric, then adjust to fit before cutting out of leather.

York Boot:
Side seam on the inside
and simple lace at the front
of the ankle.

Wedelspang Boot:
Side seam on the inside and
lacing all around the ankle. The
top edge rises up at the back but
is low at the front.

York Toggle Boot:
Side seam and toggle on the
outside. Can have a pointed
heel riser as in this pattern or a
round heel so adjust the
pattern if this is preferred.

Oseberg Boot:
The original pair
were made for a
lady with one
sound and one
bad foot. As yet
untried by DAS.

Fohr Shoe: A simple design and
good to start with.
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York Slipper: Another simple
design appropriate for banquet.

Lottorf Slipper: Similar to the York
slipper with a pointed heel riser.

3.2 Weaponry

Purpose: The aim of these guidelines is to ensure that weapons and armour used by the
Dark Ages Society members combine safety in use and historical accuracy. Dimensions and
styles have been based on archaeological evidence wherever possible.
Before you go to the expense of making or buying weapons or armour, please get advice
from your Field Officer. If your gear does not match your social standing and cultural group,
you may not be allowed to use it.
Blades: All bladed weapons should have blades of iron or steel. Edges, point, and any
corners, must all be smooth, rounded and free from burrs. Blades should be not less than
2mm thick at the edge.

Spear
Spears were the most common weapon used by Anglo-Saxon and Viking warriors of all
social levels.

Spears may not be more than 1980mm (6' 6") long overall.

The spearhead should be from 190-405mm (7½ -16") long, and the blade from 115230mm (4½ -9") long.

The blade should be not less than 38mm (1½") and not less than 75mm (3") wide at its
widest point.

The point should have a radius of not less than 3mm (1/8").

The spear shaft should be of ash wood over 25mm (1") in diameter.

Spearheads should be firmly fixed to the shaft, to give the appearance of being riveted.

Angular concave forms were the most common.

Recommended dimensions for Dark Ages Society spearheads.
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Dimensions of typical archaeological examples for illustrative purposes only.

Shield
Shields were used by Anglo-Saxon and Viking warriors of all social levels.

The shield board should be circular, 660-760mm (26-30") diameter, made of wood.

It should have a central grip and a boss of iron or steel of 114-152mm (4½ -6") internal
diameter, with a flange 12-25mm (½ -1") wide.

The shield board should be from 6-12mm ( ¼ -½") thick, made of a single layer of planks
(however, as the primary requirement of the Dark Ages Society shield is toughness and
durability, plywood may also be used).

With a planked shield the use of a long grip bar and reinforcing battens is advisable.

Shields may be faced with leather or cloth and have a leather rim.

The boss should be riveted over the hole in the shield board that accommodates the hand
grip.

Early Saxon shields commonly have the boss fixed using five rivets and the hand grip
fixed with two separate rivets.

The grip was frequently reinforced with a short strip of iron.

A leather or cloth carrying strap is extremely useful.
Shields were often decorated - some typical patterns are shown here - they could also be
painted in a single colour. The most common colours seem to have been red, white, yellow
and black. Blue and green were also used but were less common. Colours should be in matt
paint, not gloss.
Shield Decoration:

Anglo-Saxon c.1050
manuscript

Anglo-Saxon 11th C
manuscript

Anglo-Saxon 11th C
manuscript

Anglo-Saxon
manuscript

Anglo-Saxon
manuscript

Anglo-Saxon
manuscript

Anglo-Saxon
manuscript

Anglo-Saxon
manuscript

Anglo-Saxon c.1066
Bayeux Tapestry

Germanic 4th-11thC
inc Bayeux Tapestry
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Norse 9th C recon.
Oseberg Tapestry

Viking 9th -10th C

Viking 9th -10th C

Viking 9th -10th C
Gotland Stone

Viking 9th -10th C

Shield Construction:

Typical layout of planking and
central hole for grip and boss.

Shield showing long iron grip bar
and reinforcing battens of wood.

A: rivets holding boss to board
B: rivets holding grip to board

Detail of grip arrangements.

Typical shield bosses.
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Sword
Swords were expensive, prestige weapons, carried by wealthy men.

Swords should be 850-950mm (33½ -37½") long overall, with a blade 685-813mm (2732") long, with a width at the hilt of 45-65mm (1¾ -2½") tapering to 25-35mm (1-1½")
behind the point.

Most swords had broad, shallow fullers on both faces, ending short of the point.





The grip may be 76-100mm (3-4") long.
The lower guard (cross-guard) should be about 13mm (½") thick, 25mm (1") wide and 65120mm (2½ - 4¾") long (most were 100-120mm (4-4¾") long).
Upper guards and pommels can be 50-108mm (2-4 ¼") across.

Typical 9th century hilt styles are shown. The upper and lower guards and the pommel were
usually of iron and mounted on a tang extending from the blade.

Hilt Styles

Viking

Viking
(particularly Norse)
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Viking

Anglo-Saxon

Frankish

Norse single-edged sword
Most have been found in Norway- less common in Sweden and Denmark: none so far known
from England. They seem to have been going out of fashion during the 9 th century.
 Blades should be 700-850mm (27½ -33½”) long and 45-60mm (1¾ -2.35”) wide: the
back and edge of the blade may be parallel or taper slightly towards the point.
 The back of the blade is straight, and the edge curves up to meet it at the point.
 Hilts are of the same styles as those of Viking swords- the triangular forms are the most
common.


Langseax
The langseax is an Anglo-Saxon weapon.

Langseaxes should be 700-927mm (27½ -36½") long overall, with a blade 540-760mm
(21-30") long and 32-38mm (1¼ -1½") at its widest point (historically the blunt 'back' of
the blade was up to 8mm thick, for safety this should be lessened).

Note that langseaxes do not have metal cross-guards or pommels.

The tang for the hilt can be 140-165mm (5½ -6½ ") long.
The three typical shapes of blades are shown. Scabbards were possibly like sword
scabbards, but may have been made of leather alone, like seax scabbards.
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Sword scabbards
The archaeological evidence is that sword scabbards had a wooden core made of 2 thin slats
covered with an outer layer of leather and/or cloth, and sometimes had cloth tape binding at
the mouth and tip, probably as reinforcement. Often there was also a lining of cloth or fur
(usually sheepskin) probably glued in place inside the wooden core: this probably held
grease to protect the blade from rust. As an alternative to cloth tape, some had metal fittings
at the mouth (locket) and/or tip (chape), but these appear to have been relatively uncommon
in the 9th century.

Sword belts and baldrics
Swords could be worn from a belt around the waist, or a baldric over the sword-arm shoulder.
With care, it is possible to wear the sword strap as either a belt or baldric. In most cases, it is
probable that the belt or baldric was a dedicated part of the sword-harness. The sword was
usually worn quite high (pommel at about breast level), or the scabbard was worn at an
angle- both measures would reduce the chance of tripping over the scabbard. Belts could be
Y-shaped with a strap distributor or could have two hanging lops from the upper edge of the
scabbard that the belt passed through. Baldrics could be Y-shaped or be a single strap. For
all of them, the upper suspension point was typically 65-140mm (2½-5½”) below the mouth of
the scabbard. There is both archaeological and manuscript evidence for the upper
suspension strap passing through twin slits in the scabbard cover- bit the lower strap did not
do so. Both upper and lower strap in some cases had metal fittings helping to attach them to
the scabbard. Another possibility is that the scabbard may have had a scabbard slide- an
applied piece running in line with the blade on the outer face of the scabbard, with a tunnel
for the (upper) strap to pass through: they may have gone out of use by the 9 th century, or
possibly they were of organic material that has not survived.
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Seax
Seaxes were Anglo-Saxon knives, later adopted by Vikings. They are general purpose tools
rather than a weapon - see the Dark Ages Society Fighting Standards on its use in combat.

Seaxes vary widely is size, overall length 127-406mm (5-16") with blades 50-305mm (212") long, and tangs 63-102mm (2½ -4") long.

The blade should be 25-45mm (1-1¾") at its widest point part way along the blade,
tapering slightly towards the hilt.
The two typical 9th century seax shapes are shown. Note that seaxes do not have metal
cross-guards or pommels.

Seax sheath
Rarely illustrated in contemporary sources, but those there are with archaeological evidence
confirms their form. Seax sheaths were made from a piece of leather, folded around the seax
and stitched, thonged, or riveted together along the open (upper) edge. The hilt of the seax
was usually partly covered by the sheath, which was worn horizontally below the belt on two
suspension strap loops.

Axe
The axe was a Viking weapon.

The axe head should be from 152-203mm (6-8") long and 101-114mm (4-4½") deep.

Hafts were probably 700-914mm (24-36") long and 25-38mm diameter, made using
strong straight grained wood such as ash.

The head must be firmly fixed to the haft.
Typical 9th century axe shapes are shown. Note that the very large, long hafted broadaxe was
not developed until the later 10 th century.
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Protective Headgear
Iron helmets were expensive items, as valuable as swords, so were worn only by wealthy
men. Thick leather caps were probably worn by those unable to afford a helmet. Helmets
should have a rounded cap made of iron or steel, or an iron or steel frame with leather or
horn filling the gaps (conical helmets became popular in Scandinavia and Britain around
1000AD).
Most helmets were made using a number of plates riveted together, rather than being beaten
from a single sheet of iron. Other pieces were added to the cap to protect the nose and upper
face (nasal bar and 'spectacle-frame' eye guard), the sides of the head and the lower face
(cheek plates), and the neck (mail or plate neck-guard). These extra items would add to the
price of the helmet.
Helmets

Gjermundbu, Norway 10th Century

Sigtuna, Sweden 11th Century
Carved bone pin
English 11th Century
'Goliath' manuscript

Prague, Czechoslovakia
Late 9th -11th Century
(possibly German or Viking)

Helmets may be all metal (iron with
decoration), or iron frame-work,
with horn or leather in-fill.
Rounded forms were being
superseded in Britain and
Scandinavia by pointed helmets,
somewhere around AD 1000.
Benty Grange, England 7th Century

York, England c.750-775

Leather Caps

English 10th -11th Century 'Phrygian'
cap, manuscript
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English 10th -11th Century
'Cockscomb' cap, manuscript

'Rugby ball' cap, conjectural
reconstruction

Byrnie
Body armour may be made of leather or mail. Mail shirts were very costly, more valuable
than swords or helmets, so were only worn by the very wealthy - knee length mail shirts
would have been particularly expensive.

Body armour should be between hip and knee length, have short sleeves - no more than
elbow length.

Leather would need to be quite thick for armour but not stiff.

Mail is made of linked iron rings 7-15mm outside diameter 1-3mm wire.

The joints in each ring would have been welded or riveted, but for the purposes of the
Dark Ages Society, butted rings suffice.

Later manuscript illustrations show byrnies with 'dog-tooth' edges.

Most Anglo-Saxons and Vikings don't appear to have worn body armour, but leather
byrnies are recommended for safety in the Dark Ages Society.
Mail Construction

Rings 7-15mm diameter.
York helmet neck-guard,
mean average 8mm rings, 1mm wire.
Gjermundbu mail shirt
7.7mm rings, 1.4mm wire.

Mail shirts in illustrations

10th and 11th Century Anglo-Saxon manuscript illustrations showing men wearing byrnies: these may all
represent mail shirts though 'dog-tooth' edging may also have been used on leather armour.
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Further reading
Spear:
The Spearheads of the Anglo-Saxon Settlements, M J Swanton, 1973 London, Royal Archaeological
Institute.
A Corpus of Pagan Anglo-Saxon Spear Types, M J Swanton, 1974 Oxford, British Archaeological
Reports 7.

Shield:
Early Anglo-Saxon Shields, Tania Dickinson & Heinrich Harke, 1992, The Society of Antiquities of
London.
The Anglo-Saxon Shield, I.P. Stephenson, 2002, Tempus Publishing.

Sword:
The Sword in Anglo-Saxon England, H R E Davidson, 1962 Oxford.
De Norske Vikingesverd, Jan Petersen, 1919 Oslo (Norwegian-parts only available on the internet in
English at www.vikingsword.com)).
Beitrage zur Morphologischen Entwicklung des Schwertes in Mittelalter: ein Analyse des
Fundmaterials vom ausgehenden 8. Bis zum 12. Jahrhunderts aus Sammlungen der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland, Alfred Geibig, 1991 Neumunster (German).
Krigarideologi och Vikingetidens svardstypologi, Mikael Jacobsson, 1992 Stockholm (Swedish).
A New Analysis of Viking-Age Swords from the collection of the Statens Historiska Musser, Stocholm,
Sweden, A.n Kirpichnikov, L. Thalin-Bergman, I Jansson, 2001 Russian History 28p. 221-244.
Vikings and Farmers: some remarks on the social interpretation of swords and long-distance contacts
during the Viking Age, Fdir Androschuk, 2005 St Petersburg.
Viking Swords- swords and social aspects of weaponry in Viking Age societies, Fedir Androschuk.
Stydien zum Burgwall von Miculcice X, Jiri Kosta and Jiri Kosek, 2014 Archeoloogiky Ustav av Cr,
Brno.
Swords of the Viking Age, Ian Peirce, 2002 Boydell Press.
Viking Age Swords from Scotland, G. Zabinski 2007, Acta Militaria Mediaevalia III, Krakow p. 29-82.
Some Neglected Late Anglo-Saxon Swords, David M. Wilson, 1965 Medieval Archaeology 9, p.33-54.
The Palace of Westminster Sword, G.C Dunning and V.I.Evison, 1961 Archaeologia 98, p. 123-158.
A Sword from the Thames at Wallingford Bridge, V.I. Evison, 1967 Archaeological Journal 124, p.160189.
A Late Anglo-Saxon Sword from Gilling West, North Yorkshire, J.R. Watkin, 1986 Medieval
Archaeology 30, p. 93-98.
Wundorsmitha Geweorc:A Mercian sword-pommel from the Beckley area, Oxfordshire, L. Webster,
2017 Crossing Boundaries: interdisciplinary approach to the art, material culture, language and
literature of the Early Medieval world, ed. E. Cambridge and J. Hawkes, Oxbow Books p. 97-111.
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Dei anglosaksische sverda: L-typesverd I England og Skandinavia, Jostein Aksdal, 2017 Viking Vol
XXX p. 59-88 (Norwegian).
Carolingian Swords from Croatia- New Thoughts on an Old Topic, Goran Bilogrivic, 2013 Studia
Universitatis Cibiniensis vol 10p. 67-83.
Type K Carolingian Swords, goran Bilogrivic, 2009.
Early Medieval Swords from Central and Eastern Europe, Lech Marek 2005, Wroclaw
Swords from Gnezdovo, Sergei Kainov 2012, Acta Militaria Mediaevalia VIII Krakow p. 7-67.

Sword, langseax, seax:
The Metallography of Early Ferrous Edge Tools & Weapons, R F Tylecote & B J J Gilmour, 1986
Oxford, B.A.R. Also has details of a few spearheads.

Helmets and mail:
The Anglian Helmet from Coppergate, Dominic Tweddle, 1992 London, York Archaeological Trust.
Contains a review of British & Scandinavian helmets and mail.

General:
Weapons & Warfare in anglo-Saxon England, Ed. S Chadwick Hawkes, 1989 Oxford University
Committee for Archaeology. Contains seax by Dave Gale (Cutha) & sword by Peter Bone (Herewulf).
Viking Age Compendium, onlinewww.vikingage.org
The Archaeology of Weapons:arms and armour from prehistory to the age of chivalry, Ewart
Oakeshott, 1960 Boydell Press.
Saxon, Viking and Norman, Terence Wise, 1979 Osprey Publishing.
Viking Warrior vs Anglo-Saxon Warrior; England 865-1066, Gareth Williams, 2017 Osprey Publishing.
The Anglo-Saxons at War 800-1066, Paul Hill, 2012 Pen & Sword Books.
The Late Saxon Army, I.P. Stephenson, 2007 Tempus Publishing.
The English Warrior: from earliest times to 1066, Stephen Pollington, 1996 Anglo-Saxon Books.
Ancient Weapons in Britain, Logan Thompson, 2004 Pen & Sword Books.
Anglo-Saxon Thegn 449-1066 AD, Mark Harrison, 1993 Osprey Publishing.
Vikings at War, Kim Hjardar and Vegard Vike, 2016 Casemate Publishers.
Viking Weapons and Warfare, J. Kim Siddorn, 2000 Tempus Publishing.
Weapons of the Viking Warrior, Gareth Williams, 2019 Osprey Publishing.
The Vikings, Ian Heath, 1985 Osprey Publishing.
Viking Hersir 793-1066 AD, Mark Harrison, 1993 Osprey Publishing.
The Viking Art of War, Paddy Griffith, 1995 Greenhill Books.
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